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Crossover behavior in micellar solutions with lower critical demixing point: Broadband ultrasonic
spectrometry of the isobutoxyethanol-water system

K. Menzel,1 S. Z. Mirzaev,1,2 and U. Kaatze1,*
1Drittes Physikalisches Institut, Georg-August-Universita¨t, Bürgerstrasse 42-44, 37073 Go¨ttingen, Germany

2Heat Physics Department, Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Katartal 28, Tashkent 700132, Uzbekistan
~Received 31 January 2003; published 9 July 2003!

The aggregation kinetics of isobutoxyethanol-water mixtures with lower critical demixing point has been
investigated. Two types of kinetics have been observed, a diffusion-controlled formation of micellar species
and the formation of a microheterogeneous liquid structure, governed by fluctuations in the local concentration.
Ultrasonic attenuation spectra of isobutoxyethanol-water mixtures have been measured between 100 kHz and
2 GHz at 25 °C and at several concentrations, covering the complete composition range. With the mixture of
critical composition measurements have been performed at some temperatures near the critical temperature
(Tc5299.51 K). In addition to the asymptotic high frequency background contribution, the broadband spectra
reveal a Bhattacharjee-Ferrell relaxation term due to critical concentration fluctuations, a restricted Hill term
reflecting the monomer exchange between micelles and the suspending phase, and two Debye-type relaxation
terms that are assigned to chemical relaxations. The relaxation rates of the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell term exceed
those from static and dynamic light scattering~amplitudeG055.33109 s21), likely due to the effect of a
second parallel pathway of relaxation in the ultrasonic field. The adiabatic coupling constant following from
the amplitude in the ultrasonic spectrum agrees with that from a thermodynamic relation (g51.3). The
restricted Hill term displays the features of an extended Teubner-Kahlweit-Aniansson-Wall model of the
micelle formation and decay kinetics in surfactant solutions with high critical micelle concentration (C
50.6 mol/,). The idea of a fluctuation controlled monomer exchange in aqueous solutions of poly~ethylene
glycol! monoalkyl ether-water mixtures near the critical point is briefly discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011501 PACS number~s!: 83.80.Qr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and microdynamics of liquid mixtures a
controlled by a delicate interplay of solvophilic and solv
phobic interactions. A prominent example in biophysics
the formation of bilayer membranes from lipid molecules
water@1#. In order to effectively reduce contact of hydroph
bic parts of membrane molecules with water, the chains
the lipids form a nonpolar phase, separated from the solv
by polar head groups. Depending on their shape other
phiphilic molecules, when dissolved in water, can achie
segregation of their hydrophobic parts also by formi
spherically, ellipsoidally, or cylindrically shaped micelle
The nonpolar parts of the amphiphiles are then squeeze
the core of the multimolecular structure. The free energy o
binary liquid may be also minimized by separation into tw
phases, differing from one another by the concentration
the constituents. Much attention has been directed tow
critically demixing binary liquids@2–7#, because concentra
tion fluctuations over a vast range of sizes exist near
critical demixing point. These fluctuations mask spec
properties and thus lead to universal characteristics of
tems which show otherwise strikingly different behavior. D
spite of the wide interest in critically demixing liquids, a
present it is not generally clear which features of the mole
lar interactions are important in propagating the interpart
correlations throughout a macroscopic system and which
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unimportant for the overall critical behavior but determi
the individual properties of the system.

The opinion is commonly held that a binary liquid min
mizes its free energy by undergoing only one critical ph
nomenon, formation of micellar structures or demixin
However, recent ultrasonic studies of mixtures of water w
various poly~ethylene glycol! monoalkyl ethers (CiEj ) indi-
cated micelles and fluctuations in the concentration to e
simultaneously@8#. These indications have prompted us
perform a broadband ultrasonic spectrometry study of m
tures of water with 2-isobutoxyethanol (i -C4E1). So far, con-
flicting aspects of this binary system have been repor
Light scattering@9# and heat capacity data@10# clearly ex-
hibited critical behavior. Ultrasonic spectra for th
i -C4E1–H2O system, however, have been alternatively d
cussed. Fanning and Kruus assigned their excess attenu
data to structure relaxation processes but mentioned, in
dition, indications of some low frequency contributions fro
critical phenomena@11#. Later, Nikishawa and co-worker
discussed their spectra in terms of two well-defined chem
equilibria, one reflecting the formation of solute-solute a
the other one solute-solvent complexes@12,13#. Recently, the
concentration dependence in the maximum amplitude of
ultrasonic attenuation of mixtures of water with longer CiEj
has been extrapolated to predict a critical micelle concen
tion of the order of 0.6 mol/, for the i -C4E1–H2O system
~Fig. 1!. Even though micelle formation of short amphiphil
molecules may not result in well-defined proper aggrega
with narrow size distribution, as is the case with long-cha
amphiphiles in water, the simultaneous presence of two c
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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cal phenomena opens fascinating aspects. Particularly i
esting is the question whether or not constraints in the ex
of concentration fluctuations exist and whether the diam
of the micelles, as a second characteristic length, pos
special effects in the power law behavior and kinetics of
critical system.

II. MATERIALS

A. 2-Isobutoxyethanol solutions

2-Isobutoxyethanol (i -C4E1, purity >97%) was pur-
chased from Wako~Japan!. The original material has bee
purified using two different methods. First, the three-ph
extraction technique@14,15# has been applied. For this pu
pose, 150 ml of a saturated mixture ofn-propanol~Fluka,
Germany,>99.5%) and quartz bidistilled water were add
to 100 g i -C4E1 and 120 mln-octane~Fluka, >99.5%) to
follow the procedure described in the literature@14,15#. The
phase separation curve was measured fori -C4E1–H2O mix-
tures with compositions near the critical composition.
lower critical temperatureTc5299.67 K was found which is
somewhat superior to the literature valueTc5299.61 K@16#.
As the yield from the three-phase extraction procedure
20% only, we additionally purified the initiali -C4E1 material
by fractional distillation at 318 K and reduced pressure~23
mbar! in a concentric tube column of 64 real plates. T
critical temperature reached with such distilledi -C4E1 was
Tc5299.51 K at a mass fractionY50.330 of surfactant. The
slightly lower Tc is assumed to be due to small traces
water that may still be present after the fractional distillati
of the isobutoxyethanol.

Mixtures of differenti -C4E1 concentration were prepare
by weighing appropriate amounts of the constituents i
suitable flasks. A survey of the mixtures is presented in Ta
I, where besides the concentration data the densityr and the
shear viscosityhs at 25 °C as well as the phase separat
temperatureTp are also given. The density has been m
sured pycnometrically, the shear viscosity has been de
mined with a falling ball viscosimeter~type B/BH, Haake,
Karlsruhe, Germany!.

FIG. 1. Maximum values (al)max in the ultrasonic excess at
tenuation spectra (al)exc5al2Bn of mixtures of poly~ethylene
glycol! monoalkyl ethers @CH3(CH2) i 21(OCH2CH2) jOH,CiEj #
with water displayed as a function of the critical micelle concent
tion C @8#. Full symbols indicate systems with well definedC.
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B. Acoustical attenuation spectrometry

Between 100 kHz and 2 GHz the acoustical attenuat
coefficienta of the liquids has been measured as a funct
of frequencyn using two methods. At low frequencies (n
,15 MHz), wherea is small, a resonator technique ha
been applied in which the path length of interaction of t
sonic wave and the sample is virtually increased by multi
reflections. The liquid was contained in a circular cavity, t
end faces of which were formed by planar transducer d
made of piezoelectric quartz. The attenuation coefficient w
actually measured from the change in the quality factor
resonance peaks when the sample was exchanged for a
fully chosen reference liquid@17#. In order to properly ac-
count for effects from spurious higher order modes, the co
plete transfer function of the cell has been measured
carefully analyzed in a frequency range around a princi
resonance frequency. Two cavity resonators have been u
One resonator cell, with fundamental frequency of transdu
thickness vibrationsnT51 MHz, with cell radius R1
535 mm, and cell length, r514 mm, was suitable atn
<3 MHz @18#. The other one (nT55 MHz, Rr514 mm,
, r56 mm) was designed for measurements at higher
quencies (1.5 MHz<n<15 MHz @19#!.

In the range from 3 MHz to 2 GHza has been also
determined by spot frequency measurements. A pulse mo
lated wave was propagated through a variable path len
cell and the attenuation coefficient of the liquid was obtain
from the variation of the wave amplitude with cell lengt
Three specimen cells, each matched to a frequency ra
have been employed. These cells mainly differ by their
ezoelectric transmitter and receiver unit. Between 3 and
MHz, we used disc-shaped quartz transducersnT
51 MHz, RT520 mm @20#!. In measurements from 30 t
500 MHz a cell provided with LiNbO3 transducer discs
(nT510 MHz, RT56 mm @21#! was available. Both cells
were operated at the odd overtones (2n11)nT , n
51,2, . . . , of their transducer fundamental frequencynT .
Above 200 MHz broadband end face excitation of LiNbO3

-

TABLE I. Mole fraction X, mass fractionY, and concentrationc
of surfactant as well as densityr, shear viscosityhs at 25 °C, and
phase separation temperatureTp of the i -C4E1–water mixtures.

X Y c (mol ,21) r (g cm23) hs (mPa s) Tp (K)
60.2% 60.1% 60.2% 60.1% 60.2%

0.011 0.070 0.587 0.9947 1.119
0.015 0.090 0.759 0.9937 1.194 316.
0.020 0.120 1.009 0.9918 1.320 309.
0.026 0.150 1.256 0.9894 1.500 303.
0.041 0.220 1.828 0.9822 1.961 299.
0.061 0.300 2.472 0.9738 2.550 299.
0.070 0.330 2.711 0.9710 2.748 299.
0.099 0.420 3.418 0.9620 3.164 300.
0.168 0.570 4,561 0.9456 3.646 307.
0.262 0.700 5.513 0.9307 3.920 343.
0.379 0.800 6.219 0.9185 3.891
1.000 1.000 7.531 0.8900
1-2
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CROSSOVER BEHAVIOR IN MICELLAR SOLUTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011501 ~2003!
rods (RT51.5 mm, ,T510 mm @22,23#! according to the
method by Bo¨mmel and Dransfeld@24# was applied. In mea-
surements below 20 MHz diffraction losses due to the fin
transducer diameters had to be taken into account. We
the semiempirical relation

Ur~n,z!5Urmeas~n,z!exp@2Az/~bAr !#
g(z) ~1!

to convert the measured receiver voltage valuesUrmeas into
the valuesUr to be used in the evaluation routines. In E
~1!, b is the wave number of the wave propagating in thz
direction, andAr denotes the~circular! transducer surface
area andg(z) has been found by calibration measureme
with liquids of well-known attenuation coefficient. Possib
existing small instabilities of the apparatus and nonlineari
in the electronic devices have been taken into accoun
routinely performed calibration procedures in which the c
was replaced by a high precision below cutoff piston atte
ator @25# with matched relative attenuation increme
@20,21#.

C. Sound velocity measurements

In the lower part of the measuring frequency range,
sound velocitycs of the samples has been derived from su
cessive resonance frequenciesn ri , i 51,2, . . . , of thecavity
cells, also considering the nonequidistant distribution of
n ri @17,18#. At higher frequencies, thecs data were obtained
from the waviness in the signal transmitted through the
as resulting from multiple reflections at small transdu
spacing.

D. Experimental accuracy

Multiple data recording followed by averaging and digit
filtering procedures and a suitable regression analysis lea
negligibly small statistical errors in thea andcs values. The
frequency of measurements was also known and kept
stant with an error that was negligibly small. The tempe
ture of the samples was controlled to within60.02 K. Tem-
perature gradients and deviations in the temperature
different cells did not exceed 0.05 K, corresponding with
error of less than 0.1% in the attenuation coefficient of
samples. Care has been taken to avoid variations in the
ture composition during measurements. In order to estim
effects from concentration changes some mixtures have b
measured twice. In the second run, the sequence of mea
ments with the different cells have been passed throug
reverse order, using freshly prepared samples. As illustr
by the example in Fig. 2, no changes exceeding the exp
mental errors in the attenuation coefficient have been fou
These errors depend on the particular cell used in a
quency range and also on the attenuation coefficient of
sample liquid itself. Globally, the accuracy of measureme
may be characterized asDa/a50.07, 0.1–3 MHz;Da/a
50.025, 3–30 MHz;Da/a50.01, 30–500 MHz;Da/a
50.015, 500–2000 MHz;Dcs /cs50.005, 0.1–500 MHz;
Dcs /cs50.015, 500–2000 MHz. Because of the overlaps
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the frequency ranges of different apparatus and cells, un
ticed systematic errors exceeding these values appear t
unlikely.

E. Least-squares regression analysis of spectra

It is common practice to discuss ultrasonic attenuat
spectra in either format,a/n2 versusn or al versusn,
wherel52p/b5cs /n denotes the wavelength. The form
format accentuates the low frequency part of the spect
and is thus suited to emphasize critical contributions. T
latter format stresses high frequency contributions. It is f
quently more suitable for the comparison with theoreti
models. In order to fit model relaxation spectral functio
R(n,Pj ) to measuredal spectra, we used a Marquardt a
gorithm @26# to minimize the variance

x25
1

N2J21 (
n51

N S ~al!n2R~nn ,Pj !

D~al!n
D 2

. ~2!

Here, Pj , j 51, . . . ,J, are the parameters ofR and nn , n
51, . . . ,N, are the frequencies of measurements. (al)n and
D(al)n denote the attenuation-per-wavelength data a
their experimental error, respectively, atnn . The use of
weighing factors, which are inversely proportional to the a
solute errors, in Eq.~2! leads to the same parameter valu
Pj if the spectra are treated in the frequency normaliz
format a/n2.

III. RESULTS

At two temperatures near the critical one, the frequen
normalized ultrasonic attenuation spectra of thei -C4E1–H2O
mixture of critical composition are shown in Fig. 3. Als
displayed in that diagram is the graph of a Debye-type rel
ation function

a

n2
5

AD8

11v2tD
2

1B8 ~3!

to illustrate that the spectra of the isobutoxyethanol-wa
mixture are significantly broader than a relaxation term w
discrete relaxation timetD . In Eq. ~3!, AD8 denotes the re-

FIG. 2. Deviationsd(al)5al2R(n) of the experimental data
from the model relaxation spectral function for the mixture of cri
cal composition at 26 °C plotted vs frequencyn. Different symbols
indicate different specimen cells, open symbols, first run; clo
symbols, second run.
1-3
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laxation amplitude,B8 is an asymptotic high frequency bac
ground contribution, andv52pn. At high frequencies, the
effect of temperature in our experimentala/n2 spectra is
small ~Fig. 3!. At n,2 MHz, however, frequency norma
ized attenuation data increase noticeably when the temp
ture approachesTc . Hence, at low frequencies, there see
to be a substantial contribution from critical concentrati
fluctuations. The finding of the concentration fluctuations
contribute in the lower part of our measuring frequen
range only points at a small amplitudeG0 in the relaxation
rate

G~ t !5G0t2Z0ñ ~4!

of order parameter fluctuations. Here,t5uT2Tcu/Tc is the
reduced temperature andZ0 and ñ are the dynamical critica
exponent and the critical exponent of the fluctuation corre
tion length

j~ t !5j0t2 ñ, ~5!

with j0 independent of temperature.
In the upper part of the frequency range of measureme

further relaxation mechanisms obviously contribute to
ultrasonic attenuation coefficient of the mixture of critic
composition~Fig. 3!. This conclusion is substantiated by th
spectra for a series ofi -C4E1–H2O mixtures of different
composition as presented in Fig. 4. In order to accentu
their high frequency characteristics, those data are depi
in the alternative formatal versusn. Also at compositions
substantially different from the critical one, the structure
the spectra doubtlessly evidences the existence of var
relaxation mechanisms. A careful analysis of theal spectra
in terms of various relaxation spectral functions, includi
such representing precritical behavior@27# as well as loss
mechanisms associated with thermal and viscoinertial
mechanisms at particle-suspending medium interfa
@28,29#, lead to the conclusion that besides the critical te
~‘‘crit’’ ! and two Debye terms~‘‘ D1,’’ ‘‘ D2’’ ! also a Hill

FIG. 3. Frequency normalized ultrasonic attenuation spectr
the i -C4E1–water mixture of critical composition at two reduce
temperaturest. The dashed curve is the graph of a Debye-type
laxation function@Eq. ~3!#.
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type relaxation term~‘‘ H ’’ @30–37#! may contribute to the
ultrasonic attenuation. Hence, function

R~n!5(
i 51

2

RDi~n!1RH
# ~n!1Rcrit~n!1Bn ~6!

was used to analytically describe the measuredal spectra at
25 °C. In this function term,Bn represents the asymptoti
high frequency contribution to the sonic attenuation, as
cording to Refs.@33,34#

B5B8cs5
2p2

rcs
2

h, ~7!

related to the longitudinal viscosity

h,5
4

3
hs1hv , ~8!

with shear viscosityhs and volume viscosityhv . RH
# denotes

the restricted version@32#,

RH
# ~n!521/sH21AH

# vtH

@11~vtH!2sH#3/4sH
~9!

of the Hill relaxation spectral function@30,31#. In this func-
tion, AH

# is an amplitude,tH denotes the principal relaxatio
time, andsH is a parameter which controls the width and t
shape of the underlying relaxation time distribution functio
RH

# (n) has proven suitable for the description of ultrason
spectra of nonionic surfactant solutions with high critical m
celle concentrationC @8#. We emphasize that the spectra
the isobutoxyethanol-water mixture cannot be satisfacto

of

-

FIG. 4. Ultrasonic attenuation-per-wavelength spectra
i -C4E1–water mixtures of different mass fractionY at 25 °C.
1-4
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CROSSOVER BEHAVIOR IN MICELLAR SOLUTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011501 ~2003!
represented without the restricted Hill term, suggesting
celle formation and decay mechanisms. The Debye term

RDi5
ADivtDi

11v2tDi
2

, ~10!

follow from Eq. ~3! with ADi5ADi8 cs /(2ptDi), i 51,2.
The critical term reflecting concentration fluctuations

assumed to be given by the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell~‘‘BF’’ !
dynamic scaling theory@35,36#

Rcrit~n!5csSn2dI BF~V!, ~11!

with a frequency independent amplitudeS and an exponen
d5a0 /(Z0ñ). Here, a050.11 is the specific heat critica
exponent@37,38#

Cp5
A1

a0
t2a0~11D1tD!1E1t1B1. ~12!

Since d50.06, the frequency dependence in theRcrit(n)
term is predominantly given by the integral@35# in Eq. ~11!

I BF~V!5
3

pE0

` xq

~11x2!2

KBF~x!

KBF
2 ~x!1V2

dx, ~13!

with V5v/G denoting the reduced frequency, withq53,
and with

KBF5x2~11x2!p, ~14!

where p50.5. It is only mentioned that besidesp50.5
@35,39#, p51 has been also used to represent experime
spectra@40#.

In the above treatment of concentration fluctuations,
pair distribution function is assumed to follow as

g~k!5kq2zCOZ
2 ~k!, ~15!

from the Ornstein-Zernike~OZ! @41,42# correlation function

COZ~k!5~11k2j2!21, ~16!

wherek denotes a wave vector. Ifq52 is used in Eq.~15!,
the pair distribution function as considered in the early F
man theory of the coupling of critical concentration fluctu
tions to acoustical fields@43,44# and also in the Kawasak
mode coupling theory of critical sound absorption@45,46#
results. Hence, parameterq may be used to relate the scalin
function of different theoretical models to one another. Ai
ing at a reduction of the number of relaxation terms in
analytical representation of the measured spectra, we em
cally treatedq as an adjustable parameter. However, no s
isfactory description of theal spectra was obtained usin
R(n) with one less noncritical relaxation term andqÞ3.

Following Endo’s treatment of noncritical concentratio
fluctuations @47,48#, we have extended the critical term
Rcrit(n) assuming a second pathway to exist by which c
01150
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centration fluctuations may relax parallel to diffusion. If th
parallel pathway is a rate process with relaxation ratet0

21 ,
KBF(x) is replaced by

K~x!5t0
21j2/~2D !1x2~11x2!p ~17!

in Eq. ~13!. Here,D is the mutual diffusion coefficient con
trolling the diffusive motions. The rate process leads to
shoulder in the critical contribution to theal spectra@27#.
Again, however, a reduction in the number of relaxati
terms of theR(n) function was not achieved by substitutin
KBF(x) for K(x).

In order to decrease the expenditure of numerical ca
lations, the integralI BF(V) in Eq. ~11! has been replaced b
the simple form@49#

I ~V!5@11~V#/V!n#m, ~18!

with n50.5, m522, and V#50.1714V1/2, where V1/2
52.1 @36# is the scaled half-attenuation frequency. Taki
V#50.821, n50.654, andm521.87, the above relation
represents the scaling function@49# in the more modern
Folk-Moser renormalization group theory of the mode co
pling model@50–52#. We also used the latter scaling functio
which, however, likewise did not allow for a reduction of th
number of relaxation terms in the spectral function@Eq. ~6!#.
We, thus, finally applied the complete spectral functionR(n)
with the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell version

I BF~V!5@110.414~V1/2/V!1/2#22 ~19!

of Eq. ~18! to the measured spectra of thei -C4E1–H2O mix-
tures of different composition at 25 °C. The parameters
R(n), as following from the nonlinear least-squares regr
sion analysis, are collected in Table II. Because of the la
number of adjustable parameters, necessary to represen
measured spectra accordingly, the uncertainty in the par
eter values is rather high. Despite of these uncertainties,
gestive trends emerge in the data which will be discus
below. The use of theRcrit term in the description of spectr
for mixtures of noncritical composition is certainly an em
pirical approach. Evidently, however, even apart from t
critical point, the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell scaling function a
plies well to the measured spectra. For the noncritical s
tems, the parameters of this function will not be discusse

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Relaxation of critical fluctuations

For the mixture of critical composition ultrasonic atten
ation spectra have been also recorded as a function of
perature betweenT5295.15 K (Tc524.36 K, correspond-
ing with t50.015) and T5299.45 K (Tc520.06 K, t
50.0002). According to Eq.~11!, the Bhattacharjee-Ferre
theory predicts for the sonic attenuation nearTc

a/n25Sn21.061~a/n2!bg , ~20!

with the background contribution (a/n2)bg . Using the low
frequency data only (200 kHz<n<2 MHz), the a/n2-
1-5
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TABLE II. Parameters of the relaxation spectral function defined by Eq.~2! used to describe the ultrasonic attenuation spectra of
isobutoxyethanol-water mixtures at 25 °C.

X ABF (1023) G (106 s21) AD1 (1023) tD1 (ns) AH
# (103) tH (ns) sH AD2 (1023) tD2 (ns) B (ps)

630% 650% 630% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 5%

0.011 1 1 0.74 2 0.1 34.0
0.015 3 8 5 2 0.69 4 0.12 34.5
0.020 7 73 59 22 0.67 6 0.11 35.1
0.026 4 0.03 16 95 91 18 0.65 8 0.08 36.6
0.041 21 0.05 12 136 97 12 0.53 13 0.09 39.4
0.061 37 0.08 0.2 109 71 6 0.49 14 0.15 46.2
0.070 39 0.1 68 5 0.48 14 0.15 49.2
0.099 32 0.3 0.5 100 76 2 0.44 19 0.16 56.6
0.168 16 11 7 35 93 1 0.42 34 0.14 64.7
0.262 3 125 3 12 78 1 0.40 44 0.18 81.1
0.379 2 2 42 0.7 0.38 53 0.18 88.6
1.0 62 0.08 73.8
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versus-n21.06plot att50.0002, in fact, defines a straight lin
~Fig. 5!. Hence, the background contribution to the fr
quency normalized attenuation is largely independent on.
The slope of the line yields the amplitude factorS5(3.4
60.1)31025 s20.94m21.

Since close toTc , the experimental data follow the pre
dictions of the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell theory, we have cal
lated the scaling function from the low frequency attenuat
data as

F~V!5~al!crit~n,T!/~al!crit~n,Tc!, ~21!

where

~al!crit~n,T!5al~n,T!2~al!bg~n,T! ~22!

is taken as the difference between the measured data an
background part. AsAD150 at T5Tc ~Table II!, the back-
ground part is given by

~al!bg~n,T!5RD2~n,T!1RH
# ~n,T!1B~T!n, ~23!

FIG. 5. Frequency normalized attenuation excluding the ba
ground part for thei -C4E1–water mixture of critical composition a
299.45 K displayed as a function ofn21.06. The line shows the
theoretical prediction for the critical part in the sonic attenuat
coefficient@Eq. ~20!#.
01150
-
n

the

here. CalculatingF(V) according to Eq.~21! the relaxation
rateG of order parameter fluctuations has been used as
lowing from the analytical description of the broadba
spectra by the spectral functionR(n) defined by Eq.~6!. In
Fig. 6, theseG values for the mixture of critical compositio
are displayed as a function of reduced temperaturet. As t
covers a rather broad range of values, corrections for cr
over effects have been applied following the simple pro
dure proposed by Bhattacharjee and Ferrell@53#. This proce-
dure is based on a crossover correlation factor

t̃ /t5@11b/~jqc!#
1/2, ~24!

which relatest to an effective reduced temperaturet̃ . In Eq.
~24!, b51.18 @53# and the characteristic noncritical cros
over wave numberqc has been determined as 0.4
31029 m. At t50.0002t̃ /t51.015, while att50.015 t̃ /t
51.24. Hence, at largert noticeable crossover correction
are required which, however, do not alter the qualitative
havior of the relaxation rate data. Using theseG(t) data, the
scaling function shown in Fig. 7 follows. It is in reasonab

-

FIG. 6. Relaxation rateG of order parameter fluctuations v
reduced temperaturet. Points show data from ultrasonic spectrom
etry after corrections for crossover effects. Error bars indicate
uncertainty of60.1 K in the critical temperature. Circles showG
values from static and dynamic light scattering@60#. The full line is
the graph of the power law@Eq. ~4!# with the theoretical exponen

Z0ñ51.93.
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agreement with the scaling function for the simpler syst
ethanol dodecane@54# and also with the theoretical predic
tions from the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell and the Folk-Mo
theory.

Also shown in Fig. 6 are data of the relaxation rate

G52D/j2 ~25!

of order parameter fluctuations as following from static a
dynamic light scattering@10#. These measurements yielde
j05(0.31660.004) nm for the amplitude of the fluctuatio
correlation length@Eq. ~5!# if the exponent in the power law
was fixed atñ50.63. Additionally,

D5D0tn* ~26!

was found withD05(2.6660.03)310210 m2 s21 and n*
50.64360.002, yielding G052D0 /j0

255.33109 s21.
Hence, as mentioned above, the amplitude in the relaxa
rate of the systemi -C4E1–H2O is rather small, e.g.,G0
5353109 s21 for methanol-cyclohexane@55#, G05122
3109 s21, 3-methylpentane–nitroethane@56#, andG05181
3109 s21 n-pentanol-nitroethane@57#. Because of the com
paratively smallG0 value data atV,1 are missing in the
experimental scaling function~Fig. 7!. Whereas theG data
from the static and dynamic light scattering follow Eq.~4!

with the universal exponentZ0ñ51.93 ~Fig. 6!, the relax-
ation rates from the ultrasonic spectra are noticeably la
and the exponent in the dependence upon the reduced
perature is significantly smaller thanZ0ñ, if there exists
power law behavior at all. This result attracts attention sin
normally theG data from ultrasonic spectra either comp
with the theoretically predicted power law or exhibit a te
dency rather toward amplitudesG0 smaller than those from
light scattering, provided the half-attenuation frequency
the scaling function@Eq. ~19!# is fixed atV1/252.1. We sug-
gest that the special characteristics in the relaxation rate
the isobutoxyethanol-water system are due to the presen
different parallel pathways of relaxation in the relevant tim
~respectively, frequency! domain. Likely, the formation of
oligomeric micellar structures offers such a pathway in ad
tion to the diffusion controlled concentration fluctuation
This line of reasoning includes the idea that the process

FIG. 7. Scaling function data for thei -C4E1–water mixture of
critical composition at five reduced temperaturest and for the
ethanol-dodecane mixture of critical composition@54#. The full and
dashed lines are graphs of the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell@Eq. ~19!# and
the Folk-Moser@Eq. ~18!# scaling function, respectively.
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curing in parallel to the concentration fluctuations inde
couples to the sonic field but not to the optical field, so th
it does not contribute to the relaxation rateG determined by
light scattering. If this is true, then the ultrasonic spec
strictly should not be analyzed in terms of a linear super
sition of common relaxation spectral functions, as theR(n)
function defined by Eq.~6!. Rather a coupling of the concen
tration fluctuations to a chemical mode, similar to Endo
ansatz@Eq. ~17!#, should be considered in a rigorous trea
ment of the spectra.

The Bhattacharjee-Ferrell theory relates to the amplitu
of the critical term in the frequency normalized sonic atten
ation @Eq. ~20!# of the mixture of critical composition

S5
p2dCpccs~Tc!

2Tc
FV1/2G0

2p Gd g2

Cpb
2

~27!

to the adiabatic coupling constantg as well as the singula
part Cpc and background partCpb of the heat capacity

Cp5Cpct
2a01Cpb . ~28!

Using Cpc5A1/a0 and Cpb5B1 @Eq. ~12!# and A1

56.1 J/kg K as well asB153740 J/kg K@11#, g51.3 fol-
lows from S53.431025 s20.94m21 ~Fig. 5! and cs(Tc)
51456.97 m/s. If X50.27 @37,57,58#, and r(Tc)
50.9715 g cm23 is used, the two-scale factor universali
relation @38#

j05X
kB

A1r~Tc!
~29!

yields A158.9 J/kg K, resulting in somewhat smaller valu
g51.1. Alternatively, the adiabatic coupling constant, a
cording to

g5CprcFdTc

dp
2

Tap
c

rCp
G ~30!

may be calculated from the variationdTc /dp of the critical
temperature with pressure along the critical line and the th
mal expansion coefficientap

c at constant pressure. Wit
dTc /dp5(39.860.2)31023 K bar21 and ap

c5(0.67
60.02)31023 K21 @16# or ap

c5(0.860.1)31023 K21

@59#, g51.3 follows, in agreement with the value from th
ultrasonic measurements. This is another confirmation of
low frequency contribution to the ultrasonic spectra to
correctly assigned to critical fluctuations in the concent
tion.

B. Micelle kinetics

Let us return to the assumption of a critical micelle co
centration for the isobutoxyethanol-water system. In Fig.
the amplitudes of the Hill-type relaxation term are display
along with the aqueous solutions of the cationic surfact
n-heptylammonium chloride~HepACl! and of the nonionic
surfactant triethylene glycol monohexyl ether (C6E3). For
the latter systems, the existence of micellar structures is
1-7
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disputable, even though the critical micelle concentratio
are likewise high:C50.4 mol/,, HepACl, 25 °C @61,62#;
C50.098 mol/,, C6E3 , 17 °C@61#. For reasons of compari
son, AHmax data are shown, because the spectra for
HepACl-H2O system had been represented by the comp
Hill function @30–32#

RH~n!5
AH~vtH!mH

@11~vtH!2sH# (mH1nH)/(2sH)
, ~31!

instead of the restricted version@Eq. ~9!, mH[1,nH[0.5].
Parameter

AHmax52RH~nHmax! ~32!

considers the effect of the relaxation time distribution para
etersmH ,nH , sHP(0,1) in theamplitudeAH and AH

# , re-
spectively@32#:

AHmax52AH@~mH /nH!mH~11mH /nH!2(mH1nH)#1/(2sH).
~33!

Here, nHmax5(2ptHmax)
21 is the frequency at which the

Hill spectral function adopts its maximum value

dRH~n!

dn U
nHmax

50,
d2RH~n!

dn2 U
nHmax

,0. ~34!

The relaxation timetHmax is related to the characteristic Hi
relaxation timetH as

tHmax5tH~mH /nH!21/(2sH). ~35!

TheAHmax data of thei -C4E1-H2O solutions exhibit all char-
acteristics of the ‘‘four-segment’’ model@63# proposed to de-
scribe the main aspects of the behavior of short-chain
phiphiles in solution. The data for the C6E3 and HepACl
solutions display only the first three segments of this mod

At concentrations distinctly smaller than the critical m
celle concentrationC only monomers exist. As expected in

FIG. 8. Maximum amplitude in the Hill relaxation spectral ter
@Eq. ~33!# vs surfactant concentrationc for the i -C4E1–water mix-
ture at 25 °C (d), for C6E3–H2O mixtures at 17 °C (s, @62#!, and
for aqueous solutions of the cationic surfactantn-heptyl ammonium
chloride at 25 °C (D,@61#).
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tuitively, no Hill-type ultrasonic attenuation is foun
(AHmax50). At c only somewhat smaller thanC, however, a
gentle increase inAHmax occurs, in contrast to the prediction
of the Teubner-Kahlweit theory of the ultrasonic attenuat
of solutions of proper micelles@64,65#. This theory is based
on the Aniansson-Wall model of micelle formation in sol
tions with small C. The Aniansson-Wall model proceed
from an isodesmic scheme of coupled reactions@66–68#

N11Ni 21

ki

r

ki
f

Ni , i 52,3, . . . , ~36!

with nearly Gaussian size distribution

~ki 11
r N̄i 112ki

rN̄i !/N̄i5km̄
r /s2~ i 2m̄! ~37!

of aggregates. Here,i denotes the number of amphiphiles p
aggregate,ki

f and ki
r are the forward and reverse rate co

stants, respectively,m̄ is the mean aggregation number, a
s2 is the variance of the size distribution. Assuming, in a
dition, identical reaction volumesDV5DVi , i 52,3, . . . ,
for all individual steps in the coupled scheme@Eq. ~36!#, the
Teubner-Kahlweit theory yields

AHmax5
p~DV!2

kS
`RT

N̄1xS 11
s2

m̄
xD 21

~38!

and

tHmax
21 5km̄

r S 1

s2
1

x

m̄
D , ~39!

with the adiabatic compressibilitykS
` extrapolated to fre-

quencies well above the relaxation range and with the sc
concentration

x5~c/C21!. ~40!

These relations predict neither the finite amplitudeAHmax in
the ultrasonic relaxation term~Fig. 8! nor with c strongly
decreasing relaxation ratestHmax

21 ~Fig. 9! at c,C. In the
third segment, however, atc somewhat larger thanC the
AHmax values follow the Teubner-Kahlweit model: they fir
increase withc and then flatten at higher concentrations. A
cording to relation~38!, the amplitude at high surfactant con
tent

AHmax
` 5 lim

c→`

AHmax5
p~DV!2

kS
`RT

C ~41!

is indeed independent ofc if N̄15C is assumed. From a
physical point of view,AHmax has to decrease withc at high
surfactant concentration since the monomer exchange
tween the micelles and the suspending phase, which is
flected by the Hill relaxation term, will not exist at low wate
content. Therefore, the decrease in the amplitude value
the i -C4E1–H2O system atc.2.2 mol/, is the expected be
1-8
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CROSSOVER BEHAVIOR IN MICELLAR SOLUTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011501 ~2003!
havior. This part of theAHmax-versus-c relation has been
assigned to the fourth segment in the description of sh
chain surfactant solutions@63#.

In the third segment of the concentration range, the re
ation ratetHmax

21 of the HepACl and the C6E3 solutions fol-
low the Teubner-Kahlweit theory @Eq. ~39!#. The
tHmax

21 -versus-c relation for thei -C4E1–H2O system show a
broad minimum atc.C, probably a reflection of the high
critical micelle concentration.

The special characteristics of solutions of short-chain a
phiphiles, particularly the finding ofAHmaxÞ0 and
dtHmax

21 /dc,0 at c,C and of a relaxation time distribution
in the relaxation term representing the monomer exchan
have been qualitatively explained by an extended mode
stepwise association@69#. In this model, the size distribution
of micellar aggregates is obtained from reasonable assu
tions on the forward and reverse rate constants of the cou
reaction scheme@Eq. ~36!#. The extended model of micell
kinetics indicates that the relative minimum in the distrib
tion function, located in the oligomer region of aggregati
numbers is much less pronounced with short-chain a
phiphiles than with surfactants forming proper micelle
Hence, there exists a noticeable concentration of small
pramolecular structures in the solutions. In addition, a c
siderable concentration of oligomeric structures atc,C
emerges from the extended model. Furthermore, at con
trations near the critical micelle concentration, the relat
maximum in the size distribution of aggregates is missi
Another feature of this extended model of stepwise asso
tion is a slight increase in the mean aggregation numbem̄
with surfactant concentration.

An ultrafast acoustical relaxation process, reflecting
monomer exchange between the oligomeric species and
suspending phase results from the extended model. In
formity with the data shown in Figs. 8 and 9, there exists
ultrasonic relaxation already at concentrations somew

FIG. 9. Relaxation ratetHmax
21 @Eq. ~35!# of the Hill term as a

function of surfactant concentration exceedingC for the
i -C4E1–water mixtures (d, 25 °C), the C6E3–H2O mixtures (s,
17 °C @62#!, and then-heptyl ammonium chloride solutions (D,
25 °C @61#!.
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smaller thanC. This relaxation term with unusually high
relaxation rate is again due to the formation and decay
small supramolecular premicellar structures. As expected
tuitively, the relaxation rate decreases in the concentra
range aroundC when, at increasingc, the aggregation num
ber of these structures increases.

In order to avoid some approximations in the original ve
sion of the analytical Teubner-Kahlweit theory, the extend
model of stepwise association has been numerically ev
ated. That treatment of the coupled reaction scheme@Eq.
~36!# revealed a relaxation time distribution in the monom
exchange process, in correspondence with the finding
restricted Hill relaxation time distribution in our spectra. W
thus state that, in fact, the ultrasonic spectra of
i -C4E1–H2O system indicate the formation of micellar stru
tures as characteristic of short-chain surfactant solutions w
high critical micelle concentration.

C. Chemical relaxations

In addition to theRcrit(n) term, the spectra of all mixture
and also of purei -C4E1 display the high frequency Deby
termRD2(n) with relaxation timetD2 between 0.08 and 0.18
ns ~Table II!. Except the mixture with the smallesti -C4E1
content (x50.0113), the critical mixture (x50.0698), and
pure i -C4E1 also the low frequency Debye-type relaxatio
term RD1(n) with relaxation time between 2 and 140 ns
found. The spectrum of pure isobutoxyethanol may be al
natively evaluated to yield two Debye relaxations:AD1
50.0022,tD150.9 ns;AD250.062,tD250.08 ns. We men-
tion that somewhat simpler ultrasonic attenuation spectra
aqueous solutions of short-chain 2-ethoxyethan
2-isopropoxyethanol, 2-butoxyethanol, and 2-~2-
butoxyethoxy!ethanol @70# also contain a high frequenc
Debye-type relaxation term (0.05 ns<tD2<1 ns). Solutions
of both latter systems also display a Debye term at low
frequencies (4 ns<tD1<90 ns) @70#.

At least the high frequency Debye term, which doub
lessly exists in the pure organic liquid, obviously reflects
chemical equilibrium of CiEj molecules. The formation o
hydrogen-bonded dimers

2CiEj

kr

kf

~CiEj!2 ~42!

from monomers, as characteristic for carboxylic acids@71–
73#, has been considered, as well as structural isomerizat

CiEj

kr

kf

~CiEj!* , ~43!

including the formation of double hydrogen bonded~cyclic,
‘‘ c’’ ! dimers from single H-bonded linear ‘‘(,)’’ ones @71–
73#

~CiEj!2
,


kr

kf

~CiEj!2
c . ~44!
1-9
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The data for thei -C4E1–water mixtures, however, do no
follow either concentration dependence

tD
215~8kfkrc1kr2!1/2 ~45!

or

tD
215kf1kr ~46!

predicted@74# for the dimerization reaction@Eq. ~42!# and
the structural isomerizations@Eqs. ~43! and ~44!#, respec-
tively. Likely, the inherent concentration dependence in
chemical relaxations is largely masked by the formation
micelles and by the critical fluctuations in concentration
the isobutoxyethanol-water mixtures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The ultrasonic spectra of isobutoxyethanol-water mixtu
reveal the simultaneous formation of micellar structures
of critical concentration fluctuations. Similar results ha
been obtained recently for various other CiEj -water systems
for which the existence of a critical micelle concentration
generally accepted@62,75#. The general trends in the ultra
sonic spectra of poly~ethylene glycol! monoalkyl ether-water
mixtures, including low weight CiEj @8# promote the view on
the microkinetics of solutions, in which the micelle form
tion and decay processes and the concentration fluctua
are not considered independently from one another. Ra
an idea of a fluctuation controlled monomer exchange
n
rs

y

s

id

ce

01150
e
f
f

s
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ns
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tween the micelles and the suspending phase seems to
the experimental findings. These findings are summarized
the maximum values (al)max in the ultrasonic attenuation
per-wavelength spectra of CiEj -water mixtures, which in Fig.
1 are displayed as a function of the critical micelle conce
tration. Over a range of more than four orders of magnitu
the (al)max values are correlated withC of the solutions.
Approaching the critical demixing point of the surfactant s
lutions, diffusion controlled local fluctuations in the micel
distribution are accompanied by local fluctuations in t
monomer concentration. Therefore, the monomer excha
between the micelles and the suspending phase is lar
governed by the fluctuations in the local concentration of
micelles. Hence, the kinetics of micelle formation and dec
which, via volume changes of the monomers, couples to
sonic fields, is subject to concentration fluctuations. In a r
orous model of the ultrasonic attenuation spectra, the mic
formation and decay and the critical concentration fluct
tion processes should thus be coupled. The linear superp
tion of theRcrit(n) andRH

# (n) relaxation term in our spectra
function @Eq. ~6!# may thus be considered a simple appro
mation only.
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